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Abstract. Recently the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
proposed rules mandating that only approved software should be able to
run on radios controllable through software. While the motivation behind the rules is understandable, the proposed rules are too strict. First,
the FCC does not have the authority to exercise control over the full
software package, but only over the parts directly influencing reception
or transmission of signals. Second, the proposed rule makes it impossible
to carry out certain research relating to wireless communications. With
this in mind, a better (device) security rule is proposed.
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Introduction

Due to the explosion of mobile devices, Wi-Fi is more popular than ever. While
there are concerns that the available spectrum is becoming overcrowded, the
growing bandwidth needs can be met by increasing use of the 5 GHz band.
Indeed, recently the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) even widened
the available spectrum in the 5 GHz band [14]. Unfortunately, improper usage
of the 5 GHz band can cause interference with other systems. These interference
issues made the FCC create the already adopted rule that devices operating in
the 5 GHz band must prevent third parties from operating the device outside
ranges it was certified for [14]. One option to assure this, is to modify the device
so it will only run approved software. Possibly inspired by this rule, the FCC
has now proposed a new rule that all radio devices should only run approved
software [15]. While this paper acknowledges the need for (new) rules to limit
intentional interference, it argues that the proposed measures are too strict, and
would significantly limit future research into wireless communications.
Arguably the most worrisome downside of the 5 GHz band is possible interference with Terminal Doppler Weather Radar systems. These radar systems are
commonly used by airports to detect hazardous weather conditions, and operate
in the 5 GHz band. Interference to these systems is deemed unacceptable and
potentially life threatening. Unfortunately, the FCC had to deal with numerous cases of intentional interference with radars [12,13,11]. For example, when
the weather radar serving Denver International Airport encountered interference, it was found that a device operated by Directlink was responsible for this
?
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interference [12]. The device in question was certified to operate within a frequency range of 5745 MHz to 5825 MHz. However, Directlink was operating it on
frequency 5630 MHz. In another example, the weather radar serving Salt Lake
City International Airport suffered from interference [13]. Using direction-finding
techniques it was found that two devices owned by Utah Broadband were the
source of this interference. Both were XtremeRange5 devices, one device operating on frequency 5580, and the other on 5640 MHz. However, the XtremeRange5
is only certified to operate within a frequency range of 5745 MHz to 5825 MHz.
Additionally, the Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) functionality was purposely disabled by Utah Broadband on both devices. Normally DFS is used to
detect the presence of nearby radar systems, and prevent interference in case a
radar signal has been detected. In a similar case, Skybeam Acquisition Corporation was using a device outside the frequency range it was certified for, and
also intentionally disabled the DFS functionality [11]. This caused interference
with the weather radar of Denver International Airport.
These cases illustrate that third parties should not be able to operate a device
on frequencies it was not certified for, and that it should not be possible to disable
interference-avoidance technologies such as DFS. Since these days most radios
are configurable by software, this means there must be safeguards preventing
(unauthorized) software from changing the radio parameters outside ranges the
device was certified for.
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Existing Security Rules for U-NII Devices

To reduce interference with weather radars in the 5 GHz band, the FCC adopted
new rules to prevent devices from transmitting using unauthorized transmissions
powers or frequencies. More specifically, in March 2014 they revised the rules of
devices operating in the Unlicensed National Information Infrastructure (U-NII)
band [14]. Simplified, the U-NII band corresponds to the 5 GHz frequency band
as currently used by Wi-Fi devices. The FCC now mandates that all devices
capable of operating in the U-NII band have to be secured so third parties
cannot operate the device outside ranges it was certified for. Devices wishing
to be certified by the FCC must prove that unauthorized modifications, which
could help violate this rule, cannot be made1 :
Applications for certification of U-NII devices in the 5.15-5.35 GHz and
the 5.47-5.85 GHz bands must include a high level operational description of the security procedures that control the radio frequency operating
parameters and ensure that unauthorized modifications cannot be made.
A subsequent section specifies exactly which unauthorized modifications have to
be prevented (emphasis mine)2 :
1
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1. Manufacturers must implement security features in any digitally
modulated devices capable of operating in any of the U-NII bands,
so that third parties are not able to reprogram the device to operate outside the parameters for which the device was certified. The
software must prevent the user from operating the transmitter with
operating frequencies, output power, modulation types or other radio frequency parameters outside those that were approved for the
device. Manufacturers may use means including, but not limited to
the use of a private network that allows only authenticated users
to download software, electronic signatures in software or coding in
hardware that is decoded by software to verify that new software can
be legally loaded into a device to meet these requirements and must
describe the methods in their application for equipment authorization.
2. Manufacturers must take steps to ensure that DFS functionality cannot be disabled by the operator of the U-NII device.
Note that this rule does not mandate that the software must be digitally
signed. It is only one example of techniques that can be used to enforce the
rule, manufacturers can still explore other options to assure third parties cannot
operate the device outside ranges it was certified for. In other words, while the
rule gives examples of which security measures can be used, it does not mandate
one specific technique.
One year after introducing the rule, a guideline document was released that
provides guidance on the information that should be submitted to the equipment
authorization application [16]. In its introduction it is stated that:
An applicant must describe the overall security measures and systems
that ensure that:
1. Only properly authenticated software is loaded and operating the
device.
2. The device is not easily modified to operate with RF parameters
outside of the authorization.
Surprisingly, the first point is more restrictive than the actual rules! As mentioned, the rules state that a device requires security features to assure third
parties can never operate the device outside radio parameters for which it was
certified. Software controls are only mentioned as one possible method to assure
this. Hence the rules do not require that all software loaded on the device must
be authenticated. In contrast, this guideline now states that only authorized
software can run on the U-NII device. This incorrect interpretation of the rules
is worrisome. Only point two matches the actual rules that must be followed.
The guideline continues with questions for the manufacturer to demonstrate
that the device meets the new security requirements. One of these questions is:
What prevents third parties from loading non-US versions of the software on the device? Describe in detail how the device is protected from
“flashing” and the installation of third-party firmware such as DD-WRT.
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Explicitly mentioning it should not be possible to load DD-WRT is very surprising, as there is no FCC rule requiring such extreme control over all software.
Indeed, the actual rules do not prevent loading custom OS software such as
DD-WRT. Manufacturers must only implement security features so the device
always operates within radio parameters for which the device was certified. This
does not inherently require that all software must be signed and approved. Unsurprisingly, this guideline question (as well as the newly proposed rules) caused
an enormous response from the public [25]. Fortunately, guidelines document
do not constitute rules, hence manufacturers are not obliged to follow these
guidelines. As stated in [10] (emphasis mine):
[..] the staff guidance provided in the following KDB publications is intended to assist the public in following Commission requirements and
does not constitute rules. Accordingly, the guidance is not binding on
the Commission and will not prevent the Commission from making a
different decision in any matter that comes to its attention for resolution. The guidance publications [..] do not necessarily represent the only
acceptable methods for demonstrating compliance.
Hence manufacturers are not required to prevent things such as flashing. Nevertheless, this incorrect interpretation of the rules is very worrisome. It’s not
difficult to imagine that some manufacturers will follow the guidelines just to be
on the safe side, to assure their device will be certified. Rules or guidelines should
not motivate manufacturers to digitally sign and protect all software. This would
leave users with little freedom. Hence it is better to remove the flashing question
from the guideline, and also to remove the line saying that only authenticated
software can be loaded on the device. It may even be good to state the opposite!
Namely, that it’s perfectly fine to allow flashing of any operating system on the
router, as long as the radio always remains sufficiently secured (see Section 5).

3

Proposal of Software Security for all Radio Devices

In July 2015 the FCC proposed that practically all radio devices should only run
authorized software [15], not just those operating in the 5 GHz U-NII band. Unlike the security rules for U-NII devices, these rules explicitly mention that only
approved software can be loaded on the device. Manufacturers cannot explore
alternative methods to assure that third parties are unable to operate the device
outside radio parameters it was certified for. The rule change is motivated by
the observation that nowadays most radio devices use software to control radio
parameters (frequency, transmit power, etc), and that by software changes alone
it can be possible to operate the device on unauthorized radio parameters.
In the proposed rule change, first the definition of a Software Defined Radio (SDR) is updated to [15, §2.1]:
A radio that includes a transmitter in which the operating parameters
of frequency range, modulation type or maximum output power (either
4

radiated or conducted), or the circumstances under which the transmitter operates in accordance with Commission rules, can be altered by
making a change in software without making any changes to hardware
components that affect the radio frequency emissions.
Previously a device only had to be treated as an SDR if the software was explicitly designed or expected to be modified by a party other than the manufacturer.
But with this change, any device with software control over RF parameters has
to be treated as an SDR, even if it’s not expected to be used as a traditional
SDR. What are the special requirements surrounding an SDR? Software security
safeguards to assure compliance with the rules (emphasis mine) [15, §2.1042(e)]:
Manufacturers of any radio including certified modular transmitters which
includes a software defined radio must take steps to ensure that only software that has been approved with a particular radio can be loaded into that
radio. The software must not allow the installers or end-user to operate
the transmitter with operating frequencies, output power, modulation
types or other radio frequency parameters outside those that were approved. Manufacturers may use means including, but not limited to the
use of a private network that allows only authenticated users to download software, electronic signatures in software or coding in hardware
that is decoded by software to verify that new software can be legally
loaded into a device to meet these requirements.
Note that this SDR rule explicitly states that the device must only run authorized
software. In contrast, the U-NII device security rule limited itself only to radio
operations: it only mandates that third parties cannot operate the radio outside
ranges it was certified for.
A description of how the SDR rule is met must be provided during the
equipment authorization process [15, §2.1033(a)(4)(i)]:
[..] the description must include details of the equipments capabilities for
software modification and upgradeability, including all frequency bands,
power levels, modulation types, or other modes of operation for which the
device is designed to operate, whether or not the device will be initially
marketed with all modes enabled. The description must state which parties will be authorized to make software changes (e.g., the grantee, wireless service providers, other authorized parties) and the software controls
that are provided to prevent unauthorized parties from enabling different modes of operation. Manufacturers must describe the methods used
in the device to secure the software in their application for equipment
authorization [..]. The applicant must provide an attestation that only
permissible modes of operation may be selected by a user.
This means there are now two rules regarding device security. There is the
(existing) rule for U-NII devices, and the proposed rule for SDRs. Strangely,
since many U-NII devices will be classified as SDRs under the newly proposed
5

rules, this means they must adhere to both security rules. It is better to combine
and simplify these two cases (see Section 5).
The rules commonly mention the terms device and radio. Unfortunately,
these terms are not given precise definitions. This makes it difficult to anticipate
the impact of statements such as “only approved software can be loaded on the
device”. Does this mean the complete operating system needs to be secure? Or
only the driver? Or just the firmware that is loaded into the radio component?
Ideally this should not matter. If the rules are restricted to only cover and protect
operations directly influencing radio parameters, and not the complete software
package, the precise definition of these terms becomes less important. For example, since it is generally the firmware that directly controls radio parameters,
the operating system (including drivers) clearly would not have to be protected.

4

No Authority Over Complete Software Package

Nowadays, the firmware (software) running on a radio chip performs more tasks
than merely controlling RF parameters. Generally it also contains code to process incoming and outgoing frames, with as main goal to offload common tasks
from the main host. Examples include calculating and verifying checksums, fragmenting and aggregating frames, detecting retransmitted frames as duplicates,
dropping packets destined for other devices, etc. As a more specialized example,
software for Wi-Fi radios are commonly also capable of collecting nearby SSIDs
autonomously. The resulting list of SSIDs can then be requested by the host
computer. All these operations are programmed in the same software which also
controls RF parameters (for more examples see Section 6). It seems unreasonable
for the FCC to exercise authority over these non-RF operations by requiring that
these operation can only be performed by approved software. In other words, the
FCC does not have the authority to mandate that the complete software package
must be secured. They only have authority over parts controlling RF-parameters
and parts that directly influence reception and transmission of signals.
This position is consistent with the decision made in American Library Association v. FCC [1]. The case dealt with the broadcast flag, a technology to prevent
unauthorized copying and redistribution of digital media (emphasis mine):
The broadcast flag [..] is a digital code embedded in a digital broadcasting
stream, which prevents digital television reception equipment from redistributing digital broadcast content. The effectiveness of the broadcast
flag regime is dependent on programming being flagged and on devices
capable of receiving broadcast DTV signals (collectively “demodulator
products”) being able to recognize and give effect to the flag. Under the
rule, new demodulator products (e.g., televisions, computers, etc.) must
include flag recognition technology. This technology, in combination with
broadcasters’ use of the flag, would prevent redistribution of broadcast
programming. The broadcast flag does not have any impact on a DTV
broadcast transmission. The flags only effect is to limit the capacity of
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receiver apparatus to redistribute broadcast content after a broadcast
transmission is complete.
Essentially the broadcast flag rule required manufacturers to implement software
assuring the flag was always respected. However, it was noted that this flag did
not have an impact on reception or transmission itself. This fact proved essential
in the final ruling (emphasis mine) [1]:
[..] the agencys general jurisdictional grant does not encompass the regulation of consumer electronics products that can be used for receipt of
wire or radio communication when those devices are not engaged in the
process of radio or wire transmission.
Clearly most of the Operating System, including userland programs, are not used
for receipt or transmission of radio communications. Hence the FCC does not
have the authority to prevent flashing software such as DD-WRT (see Section 2).
Moreover, since a large part of the software (firmware) running on modern radio
devices also does not directly impact radio or wire transmission, the FCC also
does not have authority over the complete software running on these devices.
In analogy with the ALA vs. FCC ruling, it is unreasonable for the FCC to
have the power to regulate all software loaded on a radio device. They cannot require that the full software package should be protected by security mechanisms.
Indeed, the final ruling in the broadcast flag case states (emphasis mine) [1]:
In this case, all relevant materials concerning the FCCs jurisdiction—
including the words of the Communications Act of 1934, its legislative history, subsequent legislation, relevant case law, and Commission
practice—confirm that the FCC has no authority to regulate consumer
electronic devices that can be used for receipt of wire or radio communication when those devices are not engaged in the process of radio or wire
transmission.
Effectively the FCC is proposing rules (only allowing authorized software)
over functionality it does not have authority over (operations not involving receipt or transmission of radio or wire communication). Note that accepting the
currently proposed rule would directly harm certain users. Namely, researchers
relying on modified Broadcom firmware that forwards all already decoded frames
to the host [20], would no longer be able to apply these modifications. The
changes to the firmware in no way impact RF-parameters, transmission, or reception. Put differently, the modified operations take place after any form of
reception or transmission have occurred. Hence the FCC does not have authority to forbid these modifications. The broadcast flag case confirms this [1]:
In sum, we hold that, at most, the Commission only has general authority
under Title I to regulate apparatus used for the receipt of radio or wire
communication while those apparatus are engaged in communication.
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Hence the proposed SDR software security rules lie outside the authority of
the FCC. Nevertheless, the need to prevent devices from operating in an unauthorized manner remains. Hence a modified rule, which addresses the problems
above, is proposed in the next section.
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Proposed Modification to Software Security Rule

With the previous discussions in mind, a better replacement of the proposed
SDR software security rule [15, §2.1042(e)] is the following:
Manufacturers of any radio including certified modular transmitters which
includes a software defined radio must implement security features so
that third parties are not able to operate the device outside radio parameters (operating frequencies, output power, modulation types or other
radio frequencies parameters) for which the device was certified. Manufacturers may use means including, but not limited to, hardware enforced
limits on radio parameters when third party software is loaded, electronically signed configuration files which the hardware or radio can decode
to verify that the device is authorized to use new radio parameter ranges
for which the device was initially not certified.
If this change is adopted, rules regarding the equipment authorization process [15, §2.1033(a)(4)(i)] do not have to be modified. The main idea behind the
proposed rule is that a hardware “barrier” limits radio parameters to authorized
values only (e.g., the parameters advertised in the initial FCC certification of
the device). By supplying a small configuration file that is signed by the manufacturer, it is possible to enable additional radio parameters. For example, a
manufacturer can enable new a channel by specifying this in the configuration
file, and then signing this file. A few remarks are in place:
1. The proposed rule avoids stating that all software loaded on the device must
be secured. Instead, it purposely limits itself only to radio operations. Hence
this rule is within authority of the FCC to propose and adopt.
2. Third parties can modify the software, with the assurance that the radio will
only operate using authorized radio parameters. In other words, third parties
can modify operations which are unrelated to transmission or reception of
signals, while only being able to operate the radio in an authorized manner.
3. The (original) manufacturer can include a signed configuration file to, for
example, unlock additional channels or transmit powers. Note that this does
not require signing the complete software package. Instead, the signature is
created only over a small configuration file. If the signature is valid, the radio
(hardware) can read the configuration file and unlock the specified radio parameters. Essentially the signature proves the device has been authorized by
the FCC and/or manufacturer to operate under new radio parameters. Third
parties cannot modify this configuration file since that would invalidate the
signature. Hence, while third parties can always modify functionality unrelated to radio operations, they cannot influence allowed radio parameters.
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To conclude, third parties cannot create valid signatures, so they can’t unlock additional radio parameters themselves. On the other hand, third parties
can still include an existing configuration file, signed and issued by the original manufacturer, to unlock new parameters (corresponding to an updated FCC
certification). Hence even modified software can use the new radio parameters,
while only being able to operate within authorized ranges.
As already mentioned, it is also worthwhile to consider whether part of the
device security rules for U-NII devices can be simplified. Point one of rule 47
C.F.R. §2.1033(b)(13)3 is no longer needed if the more general software security
rules will be accepted. In fact, the proposed SDR rule in this section is based on
the security rules for U-NII devices.
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Research Requiring Open Radio Software

This section describers several research projects where software, responsible for
controlling the radio, has been modified to carry out experiments. Locking down
the software of radio chips would make the listed experiments and research
project impossible, or at the very least significantly more expensive. All the
examples that will be listed can be carrier out without operating in unlicensed
frequencies, transmit powers, modulations, etc. Put differently, when merely securing the device so (third party) software cannot modify radio parameters outside authorized ranges, the research listed below can still be carrier out. The
problem with the proposed rules, however, is that it locks down all software.
The first set of examples are works that modify the open source MadWifi
driver. Combined with an open source version of the Hardware Abstraction
Layer (HAL), this driver gives users a high level of control over received and
transmitted Wi-Fi packets. Several researchers modified the MadWifi driver to
create, experiment with, and evaluate research prototypes [2]. A few relevant
examples are:
Software MAC [28,36,35] A software system that allows researchers to use
inexpensive, commodity wireless networking cards to experiment with new
(multi-channel) MAC layer protocols.
Overlay MAC [32] A layer on top of the standard 802.11 MAC to mitigate
some of its problems. Works only under the assumption that the radio immediately transmits outgoing frames, which is possible with MadWifi.
Opportunistic Retransmission [27] A novel link-layer protocol where overhearing nodes act as relays in case there was a failed transmission. Implementation and evaluation of the protocol was done by modifying MadWifi.
Rate Adaptation [23,29] A rate adaptation algorithm designed for high-latency
systems which has been implemented and testing using MadWifi.
Rate Adaptation in Mesh Networks [4] By determining the cause of lost
packets (collisions, channel errors, etc.) network throughput can be drastically increased. MadWifi was used to test their algorithm.
3

This concerns security features so third parties cannot operate the device outside
parameters for which the device was certified.
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Cross-Layer Designs [3] Provides a platform for creating cross-layer designs
with 802.11 protocols. Exports link-layer information such as per-station
RSSI, number of failed receptions, number of (re)transmitted frames, etc.
Media Access Control [26] A flexible software platform for developing and
evaluating CSMA protocols, created by modifying MadWifi. Offers control
over backoff machanisms, retransmission policies, and packet timings.
Adaptive RTS [7] Reduces the overhead of Request-To-Send (RTS) and Clearto-Send (CTS) protocols by only using it in situations where frame loss is
likely to occur.
Long Distance Networks [30] Creation of a custom protocol for use in long
distance wireless networks. Uses MadWifi with a proprietary Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) that is able to turn off carrier sense.
There are many more examples like these, listing them all is out of scope for this
paper. Open source drivers of newer Atheros devices are also commonly used by
researchers, some examples being:
Selfish Behaviour [33] Modified the operation of Atheros chips to implement
selfish behaviour in practice, and to subsequently detect and punish it.
Carrier Sense [22] Studies the effectiveness of the carrier sense mechanism.
To carry out some experiments they had to modify the operation of Atheros
chips to disable carrier sense.
Capture Effect [24] Studies the capture effect in 802.11 networks. During experiments they relied on custom (re)transmission limits, minimum and maximum contention windows sizes, and the ability to disable noise calibration.
Fairness and Capture Effect [17] The capture effect in 802.11 networks negatively impacts fairness. By taking control of transmit power, retransmission
limits, contention window adjustments, and AIFS control, it is shown that
fairness can be restored, even when the capture effect is present.
Low-Layer Security [38] Illustrates the impact of several low-layer attacks
against the 802.11 protocol, e.g., reactive jamming and channel-based manin-the-middle attacks. These are then used to launch a realistic and cheap
attack against the WPA-TKIP protocol.
Channel Width [8] Determines the influence of channel width on throughput,
range, and power consumption. The operation of Atheros devices is modified
so it uses channel widths of 5, 10, and 40 MHz.
Interestingly, there is even a project specifically aimed at creating open source
firmware called the OpenFWWF project. They provide open source firmware for
certain Broadcom chips [18]. It was created by first reverse engineering closed
source firmware. OpenFWWF has been used in several research works:
Open Source Firmware [18] A project where Broadcom Wi-Fi firmware is
reversed, and an open source alternative is created.
Software MAC [37] Relies on OpenFWWF to create a programmable wireless
platform that can be used to implement and test custom MAC protocols.
Reactive Jamming [6] Implements reactive jamming in 802.11 networks. This
is used as a friendly jammer to increase network security.
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Deterministic Medium Access Control [34] Implements Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Enhanced Collision Avoidance (CSMA/ECA), which guarantees a collision-free schedule under ideal conditions.
Software of other manufacturers has also been used and modified to carry
out research experiments. A few interesting examples are:
Channel State Information [19] Modified firmware of the Intel WiFi Link
5300 wireless NIC so it exports Channel State Information (CSI). These CSI
measurements provide a detailed picture of the wireless channel conditions
and can be used to select more optimal transmission rates.
Packet Injection [5] Modifies the memory of the iPAQ H3600 at runtime in
order to inject arbitrary 802.11 frames.
Monitor Mode [20] Modified firmware of Broadcom radios so it forwards all
received frames to the host.
Long-Range Mesh Networks [31] Design of a new MAC protocol for longdistance mesh networks. Requires being able to disable carrier sense and
ACK frames, which was possible using Intersil Prism cards.
This kind of research into wireless technologies is vital to improve wireless
standards, protocols, and implementations. Furthermore, this research can have
a direct impact on society. For example, it is thanks to open source mesh software that the Sayada city in Tunisia was able to create their own wireless mesh
network [21]. This was done to counter years of government censorship. Their
network consists of 12 routers located on rooftops, and gives users access to maps
of Tunisia, free books, Wikipedia, chat and file sharing, etc. Without public research into wireless (mesh) technologies, this would not have been possible.
Finally it is important to remark that software for radio devices may also
contain vulnerabilities [9]. Normally, if the device is no longer maintained by the
original manufacturer, security researchers may provide their own patches that
mitigate these vulnerabilities. However, if the proposed rule is adopted, this is
no longer possible, and users are likely left with insecure devices.

7

Conclusion

The proposed rules by the FCC are too strict. They explicitly mandate that only
approved software can run on the radio. Manufacturers are not given the opportunity to explore other means of securing radio operations. Additionally, a strong
case can be made that the FCC does not have the authority to exercise control
over non-RF operations that are also present in radio software (e.g. calculating
and verifying checksums, aggregating frames, etc). A better approach is to only
mandate that the radio must be secured so third parties cannot operate the
radio outside RF parameters (frequency, transmission power, modulation, etc)
for which the device was certified. This gives manufacturers freedom over which
security design or technology to employ, and does not force signed or otherwise
protected software. Moreover, since the modified rule only covers reception or
transmission of radio signals, the FCC does have the authority to adopt and
enforce this rule.
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